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level of difficultytime required 
60 minutes

Instruction for the larger star: Instruction for the smaller star:

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

1  Wipe the outer wide edge of the wooden star with water-diluted All 
Purpose paint (mouse grey) by means of the paint sponge.

2  Circle the outer narrow edge of the star with the Quickie-Glue adhesive 
stick and sprinkle it with the ultra-fine brilliant gold spangle.

3  Sprinkle in the same way the wooden motifs – trees + deer + roe deer 
– with the adhesive stick Quickie-Glue and the ultra-fine brilliant gold 
spangle.

4  Affix the fairylights to the rear side of the star by means of the hot glue.

5 Then, glue the cut-to-size driftwood branches, the glittery wooden 
motifs as well as the remaining larch twigs and cones into the star by 
means of the hot glue.

6  Decorate the lower part of the star with the Snow-Pen and at the same 
time, you can cover it with some hot glue.

7  At the end, wrap the golden lurex tape around the star.

1  Paint the front narrow edge of the wooden star with the All Purpose 
paint (mouse grey).

2  Affix the velvet ribbon (burgundy) around the star by means of the 
double-sided adhesive tape.

3  Finally, sprinkle the wooden small trinkets with the adhesive stick 
Quickie-Glue and the ultra-fine brilliant gold spangle.

4  Affix the cut-to-size driftwood branches into the star with the hot glue.

5 Finally, glue decoratively the remaining larch twigs, larch cones, 
decorative berries and wooden small trinkets into the star.

62 829 000 Set of wooden frames Star, FSC MixCredit   big
65 229 000 Driftwood branches, natural, 0.8-1.2cm ø 7 pcs
38 000 564 All Purpose paint, mouse grey 1/30 bottle
33 086 00 Adhesive stick Quickie-Glue 1 pcs
39 420 620 Spangle, ultra-fine, PET brilliant gold 1/30 bottle
55 799 000 Larch twigs with cones 5 pcs
56 667 000 Larch cones  6 pcs
69 137 000 Micro LED fairy lights with wire 1 pcs
38 708 000 Snow-Pen  1/10 bottle
46 316 000 Wooden motifs, trees+deer+roe deer, FSC 100% 1 package
55 763 616 Lurex tape gold 2 m

Additionally you need: 
38 241 00 Paint sponge
33 376 00 Mini hot glue gun (at low temperature)
89 378 00 Craft scissors, 17 cm
Small saw or pruning shears (for the driftwood branches)

62 829 000 Set of wooden frames Star, FSC MixCredit small
65 229 000 Driftwood branches, natural, 0.8-1.2cm ø 5 pcs
55 799 000 Larch twigs with cones 4 pcs
56 667 000 Larch cones  14 pcs
38 000 564 All Purpose paint, mouse grey 1/30 bottle
55 811 000 Decorative red berries, frozen, 2.5cm ø 3 pcs
55 816 000 Decorative red berries, 1.5cm ø 6 pcs
46 327 000 Wooden small trinkets Star, 2 sizes, FSC 100% 7 pcs
39 420 620 Spangle, ultra-fine, PET brilliant gold 1/30 bottle
55 763 616 Lurex tape, gold 1,5 m
55 815 297 Velvet ribbon, burgundy 1 m
33 086 00 Adhesive stick Quickie-Glue 1 pcs
30 071 000 Double-sided adhesive tape, extra strong  1 m

Additionally you need: 
37 103 00 Flat brush #12, synthetic, short handle
33 376 00 Mini hot glue gun (at low temperature)
89 378 00 Craft scissors, 17 cm
Small saw or pruning shears (for the driftwood branches)

Used items for the larger star: Used items for the smaller star:




